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Theory of Fields

• Developed by Neil Fligstein and Doug McAdam.

• The theory of fields is a general theory of social change and 
stability that rests on the view of strategic action fields as the 
building block of modern organizational life in the economy, 
civil society and state.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have been looking at the demise of collective licensing for the use of copyrighted textual works in Canada’s post-secondary sector (outside of Quebec) through the lens of a sociological theory called The Theory of Fields. This theory was developed by two sociologists called Fligstein and McAdam. 



Elements of the presentation

• Brief description of elements of Theory of Fields
• Research methodology
• History of the strategic action field with reference to Theory
• Analysis of the crisis in the field via Theory of Fields



Elements of a strategic action field

• Incumbent: the actor whose interests and views are heavily 
reflected in the dominant organization of the field. The field 
is adapted to their interests. [Access Copyright]

• Challenger: less privileged and wield little influence over the 
field’s operation. [Post-secondaries, AUCC/UC, ACCC/ICCan]

• Internal Governance Unit: not one for this field.
• Proximate Fields: has recurring ties to the field, and their 

actions routinely affect the strategic action field  [Judicial, 
Gov’t, Creators, Publishers]
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Presentation Notes
A strategic action field is composed of incumbents and challengers and sometimes an internal governance unit. The strategic action field is also tied to nearby fields called proximate fields. The incumbent is the actor(s) who wield disproportionate influence within a field and whose interests and views tend to be heavily reflected in the dominant organization of the field. Challengers: Challengers are those actors that are less privileged and that wield little influence over the field’s operation (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012) (p13). While recognizing the dominant position, and logic, of the incumbent, they are often able to visualize a different vision of the field and their position within it.Internal governance unit: Many strategic action fields have an internal governance unit, which oversees compliance within a field and facilitates the smooth operation of the field. strategic action fields exist on a continuum with those “exhibiting high levels of consensus, coalition, and cooperation at one end and those based on a stark hierarchy and stark differences in power at the other”
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Concepts for a strategic action field

• Social Skill and Strategic Action: “the attempt by social 
actors to create and sustain social worlds by securing the 
cooperation of others” and “the creation of identities, 
political coalitions, and interests.”

• Meaning Making: humans need to engage in collective 
meaning making and they do this by conforming to group 
norms which affirm meaning and membership.

• Exogenic Shock: an event that happens in an external field 
that carries significant impact on the field.
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Social skill is very important and I will come back to it many times in the presentation.The Theory of Fields states that a field has a coalescing phase or creation phase where the field is being formed and the status of all members is figured out. Sometimes, a field will enter a period of crisis or “episode of contention”. These episodes of contention can be short or lengthy in duration. They can also be caused internally, externally, or through a combination of both internal and external factors.  In the case of a prolonged period of disruption, a field will often only return to stability due to an exogenic shock 



Research methodology

• Structured Interviews
• Corporate records and communications, Copyright Board 

rulings, and Federal Court testimonies.
• No participants from Access Copyright Board.



History of the Strategic Action Field

• 1988 Copyright Act allows for new CMOs to form.
• August 23, 1988 - Canadian Copyright Licencing Agency 

formed.
• 1988 Copyright Act revisions allowed the field to come into 

existence.
• 1994 – first CanCopy licence with post-secondaries.
• Some education and library groups opposed the CanCopy

licence.
• CanCopy used skilled social action to overturn past practices.
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Some librarian and educator groups suggested that the blanket license simply gave permission to carry out activies that users already have rights to do under various exceptions in the Copyright Act.However, this unease never caused any disruption or outright challenge to the developing field because as all research participants made clear, everyone accepted it and deemed it a reasonable system. 



Why did the field emerge so quickly?
• CanCopy’s excellent social skill, or skilled social action.

• Mobilized authors, politicians, publishers and educators to 
CanCopy’s view of the copyright world.

• Established strong relationships with allies in proximate 
fields.

• High cost of damages for non-commercial copyright 
infringement.

• Indemnity clause in CanCopy licence.
• “…. it was an insurance policy.”

• Risk averse nature of post-secondaries.
• Licence came at a reasonable price.
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CanCopy’s was able to secure the unwilling cooperation of those who opposed the new collective management of copyright licensing. They got everyone to adopt the CanCopy license.Prior to 2012 damages for copyright infringement did not differentiate between non-commercial and commercial infringement, meaning that the damages a post-secondary would pay for infringement were very high. CanCopy’s skillful social action was demonstrated in their in giving customers a useful licence that served their interests. 



CanCopy / Access Copyright incumbency

• Strong allies in the proximate fields [Heritage, creators, 
publishers]

• Provided a service at a reasonable price.
• Jurisprudence backed up incumbent’s copyright mindset.
• Did little to upset the field.
• Challengers accepted incumbent’s logic and prevailing order.
• Incumbent so strong the field ignored CCH ruling.

Presenter
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The strength of Access’ incumbency was evidenced by the complete lack of impact that the CCH case in 2004 had on the post-secondary copyright field. In fact, Access Copyright cleverly avoided the issue by requesting in 2007 that the 2003 licence be autorenewed – and AUCC and ACCC readily agreed. Access Copyright was brilliant in their social skill and used it to achieve unquestioned power in the field. 



Beginning of the episode of contention
• Failure of AUCC to negotiate with Access Copyright in 2009 & 

2010.
• “Go file a tariff and then we might talk to you…”

• March 2010 – Access Copyright files tariff.
• $45 FTE for universities and $35 FTE for 

colleges/institutes.
• Overall increase of at least 3X of the total cost of previous 

Access Copyright licence
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Presentation Notes
in January 2010 the AUCC Board would not give AUCC a mandate to negotiate a new licence. This meant that AUCC could not negotiate until April 2010 at the earliest, for a licence that was expiring in 4 months. In contrast to Access Copyright’s skilled social action, AUCC displayed a total lack of skilled social action. With a deadline approaching, they kept refusing to negotiate. Access Copyright took AUCC’s refusal to mean that AUCC was essentially telling Access Copyright to “go file a tariff, and then we might talk to you after that.” (Hofley, 2010) (p. 6). Their refusal gave Access perfect cover to file a tariff and in March 2010 Access Copyright filed a tariff proposal with the Copyright Board. I’m firmly convinced that this crisis came about because Access Copyright, and AUCC/ACCC demonstrated poor social skill in their strategic decisions regarding the field. 



Episode of contention: the tariff
• Access failed to use their social skill

• Did not plan for lengthy negotiation period.
• Did not communicate desire to change to a tariff model.
• Incumbency made them take the status quo for granted.
• Perceived to be “flexing their muscles” and “overplaying 

their hand”.

Presenter
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Access Copyright disregarded the bureaucratic nature of large organizations such as AUCC and that it took nearly five years to negotiate the first model license. If they wished to make significant changes to the license (and the tariff filing demonstrated that they wished to do so) then Access should have expected a lengthy negotiation process with AUCC. Access presented themselves as an antagonist rather than a partner



Episode of contention: the tariff cont…
• Audit provisions
“give Access Copyright, on reasonable notice, right of access 
throughout the Educational Institution’s premises, including 
full access to the Secure Network and all Course Collections, at 
any reasonable times, to administer the survey”
• Made institutions assume that Access “didn’t understand 

what a faculty association, or faculty union, was when they 
suggested things like that.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the tariff itself Access proposed significant changes from the licences that had governed the strategic action field up until this time. One of the most contentious was the auditing provisions. 



Episode of contention: the tariff challenge
• Tariff gave challengers something to challenge.

• Institutions pursue their own copyright strategies.
• Institutions challenge tariff at the Copyright Board.
• AUCC/ACCC challenge tariff at the Copyright Board.

• Between March and April 2010 Access brought the field into 
a crisis and destroyed their good will. 

• Access was more interested in “confrontation that brokering 
a deal.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Between March and April 2010 - Access Copyright had managed to destroy their somewhat benevolent incumbent status. A skilled social actor is more interested in brokering a deal rather in engaging in bluster and confrontation. 



Further contention: interim tariff
• License extended to December 31, 2010.
• Interim tariff granted December 2010.
• Access admits publicly that tariff process could take years.

• Not a confidence building comment

• Interviewees “institutions would have signed, grumbled but 
signed” a licence at $12 or $14 per FTE. 
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Also in October 2010 Access’s Executive Director Maureen Cavan admitted that the process before the Copyright Board could take years to resolve and that a tariff process can be lengthy and confusing. A challenger would ask why they should engage in a process with no fixed end-date and unknown costs. Why would a post-secondary trust Access Copyright that “everything will work out” when it appears Access has intentionally started a process that could be long and messy with no clear plan to guide the process and that also is of no advantage to Access’s users? Access had become so dominant in their incumbency that they could not envisage an ordering of the field that was different from the status quo. 



Further conention: interim tariff
• Lack of “meaning making” amongst challengers.

• Toronto and Western strike deals with Access - $27.50 FTE
• Lack of licence a “high pressure issue” on campuses

• Challengers can act in their own self interest.
• Toronto and Western “undercut” AUCC

Katherine Spitler is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without that Meaning Making that I talked about earlier, the challengers didn’t really have anything to keep them unified. Therefore, throughout 2011 the University of Toronto and Western University were confidentially working on their own licences with Access Copyright. Christine Tausig-Ford, AUCC Vice President, said in her testimony at the York Case that AUCC felt that the Western and Toronto deals undercut AUCC’s bargaining position.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Further contention: 2012 Model Licence

• AUCC / ACCC “eager” to make a deal with Access.

• April 2012 – AUCC and ACCC announce model licence deal.
• $26 per FTE for universities
• $10 per FTE for colleges and institutes
• “price higher than AUCC would have liked”

• Model licence rationale poorly explained by AUCC/ACCC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal Court testimony - Tausig-Ford made it clear that AUCC was eager to negotiate a deal in 2011 with Access due to a potential tariff of $45 and lengthy tariff hearings.The negotiations resulted in the April 2012 Access Copyright - AUCC/ACCC model licence at a rate of $26 per FTE for universities and $10 per FTE for colleges. This license expired in Dec 2015. After this agreement AUCC and ACCC withdrew their opposition to the tariff at the Copyright Board and ceased publicly feuding with Access Copyright.  Unfortunately, AUCC and ACCC did not explain publicly the reason for shifting from an adversarial stance to one of cooperation with Access Copyright. 



Further contention: 2012 Model Licence cont

• AUCC / ACCC lack social skill in explaining their actions
• 2016 testimony as to why they made a deal:

• Access ready to make a deal
• Cost certainty
• Withdrawing tariff objections was “good faith” measure
• Could work on an agreeable survey methodology

• AUCC and ACCC actions perceived as “sort of a bit all over 
the place” but field is approaching a settlement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AUCC’s lack of skilled social action, demonstrated by their failure to publicly communicate these reasons in 2012 allowed some post-secondaries to doubt AUCC’s leadership on the copyright file.The shifting position of AUCC and ACCC made it difficult for post-secondaries to maintain any type of united front against Access Copyright’s proposed licensing system as there was no real leadership for the challengers. 



Exogenic Shock

• June 2012 – Copyright Modernization Act
• July 2012 – Alberta (Education) v Access Copyright

Regulation licensed under CC0 1.0

*

*
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Exogenic Shock: Copyright Modernization Act

• Copyright Modernization Act not 
about fair dealing to AUCC and ACCC.

• All about online learning.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright Modernization Act:It’s passage was a big deal to AUCC and ACCC, but not due to educational fair dealing. Their public comments on the Act stressed the exceptions for the use of internet materials and for the transmission via the internet of class lessons as being significant changes that would facilitate online learning. Interviewees told me that the inclusion of education as a fair dealing purpose was not sufficient to give post-secondaries the feeling of security to operate outside of the Access Copyright license.



Exogenic Shock: Alberta v Access Copyright

• “Alberta went further than
we expected it to go.”

• Alberta provided a 
meaning making cause
to rally around.

• “2012 decisions were the icing”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the exogenic shock to the field that mattered. In this decision about the use of copyrighted works in the K-12 sector, the Supreme Court provided a much more expansive definition of fair dealing for purposes of research and private study than was previously the case – they ruled it was fair dealing for teachers to copy short excerpts for their students. This decision caused the field to veer away from consolidation and back to disruption. 



Further disruption to the field: 2012-2016

• AUCC/UC and ACCC/CICan not in a position to significantly 
influence the field.

• Serious disruption at end of 2015.

• Those who stayed with Access did so for “insurance 
purposes”

• Challenge being led by those who had opted out of Access 
Copyright licence.

Presenter
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The field entered a phase where the challenge was being led by those institutions who were opting out, and not by Universities Canada and ICCan as had been the case earlier in the period of disruption. The field suffered a serious disruption again at the end of 2015 when multiple institutions did not renew the model license with Access Copyright. Revenues to Access fell and challengers formed a united front with common fair dealing guidelines and sharing of best practices. 



Successful social action by Access Copyright

• From 2013 onwards Access mobilized their allies

• Effective social action with Heritage
Canada and Shifting Paradigms
report.

• Successfully shifted responsibility for field disruption to others.

CSAN Parliament Reception CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Access’ executive convinced Access’ membership that the collapse of collective licensing in the post-secondary sector could be blamed entirely on post-secondaries and flawed copyright legislation. These allies began the narrative that educational institutions use fair dealing to unfairly avoid paying creators and publishers for their works.Many of Access’s solutions to regain their incumbency in the strategic action field were adopted by the authors of Heritage’s “Shifting Paradigms” report released in 2019. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Access Copyright v York

• Fall 2013 Access negotiating with AUCC on audit provisions

• Suing customers while inviting them
to the table demonstrates poor social
skill.

• “Access suing York did not make for a good negotiating climate”

• Skilled social actor mobilizes other 
actors to organize the field.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access’ initiation of a law suit while at the same time inviting challengers to the bargaining table lacked social skill as it did not address the challengers’ world view. Access’ inability to admit that it might not be possible to return to the status quo of 2009 made it difficult for challengers to take Access’ offer seriously. In an unsettled field the skilled social actor uses their skill to mobilize others to help them organize the field.



Fair Dealing narrative – social skill failure

• Universities Canada/AUCC and CICan/ACCC 
did not differentiate from K-12 sector.

• K-12 sector is different from post-
secondaries.

• Social skill failure led to false narrative
gaining traction.

• Universities Canada and CICan lack of 
engagement with proximate fields after 
2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The utilization of copyright protected works at post-secondaries is much different than in the K-12 sector. SFU’s own data shows that no Canadian literature is copied at SFU. Research participants expressed doubts that Canadian literary works were being copied at their institutions. Anecdotal evidence suggests that post-secondary students buy their Canadian novels or anthologies when these works are used in courses.



No field settlement in sight

• 2016 – 88% of non-Quebec students at an institution without 
Access Copyright licence.

• 2017 York decision had minimal effect on post-secondaries.

• Field settlement waiting for final decision in York case.
This will be another exogenic shock, as it will be imposed by the
courts from outside the strategic action field.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field will not reach a settlement until there is a final decision in the Access v York case. This will be another exogenous shock, like the one in 2012. But unlike the 2012 one which put the field into a state of constant disruption, this exogenous shock should lead to a field settlement. 



Exogenic shock to settle the field

• Access Copyright victory: Strategic Action Field with Access as
incumbent, but with a loss of respect.

• Significant level of antagonism on part of challengers.  
• Will require significant social skill on part of Access to allow for

the cooperation required for the field to reproduce itself 
favourably for Access and acceptable to challengers.



Exogenic shock to settle the field

• York victory: Strategic Action Field with opt-outs as the 
incumbents with Access as an actor.

• Would operate with a high level of consensus and coalition which
is different from the old hierarchical field.  



Conclusion

• Past 9 years of field disruption attributable to lack of skilled social
action on part of incumbents and challengers.

• Actions are what actors in the field see and act on
as actors cannot truly know the motivations or intentions of other 
actors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field crisis was initiated and continues due to failures of sockal skill, or skilled strategic action, on all sides. The incumbent was not able to understand the challengers world view and not able to engage with it and the incumbent also failed to prioritize actions that would stabilize the field. Challengers failed to effectively communicate their actions within the group leading to a fracturing of cohesiveness and failed to engage with proximate fields after 2014. 



Questions?

Donald Taylor
Simon Fraser University
dstaylor@sfu.ca
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